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ABSTRACT 

To increase the effectiveness of recovered acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (rABS) and recycled 

high impact polystyrene (rHIPS), styrene-butadiene-glycidyl methacrylate (SBG) was 

incorporated to the rABS/rHIPS system by melt blending for the first time. Multiple epoxy groups 

in SBG can combine with the butadiene ageing groups in rABS/rHIPS to generate ester groups, 

repairing the broken molecular chains, improving the compatibility between the two phases, and 

enhancing the mechanical properties of the blends. The findings demonstrated that adding SBG 

greatly increased the blends' molecular weight, impact strength, tensile strength, flexural strength, 

storage modulus, loss modulus, and complex viscosity. When SBG content was 8 wt%, the notch 

impact strength of the blends reached 8.84 kJ/m2, which was 108% higher than that of rABS/rHIPS. 

In addition, the interface between polybutadiene (PB) phase and styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer 

(SAN) phase became more blurred, and the compatibility of the two phases was improved, which 

enabled the high-value recovery of rABS/rHIPS. 

Keywords: acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene; high impact-resistance polystyrene; toughening. 
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1. Introduction 

The increasing consumer desire for electronic devices [1-5] has significantly accelerated one of 

the world's fastest growing waste streams, namely the waste electrical and electronic equipment 

(WEEE), due to the rapid development of materials [6-15] and electronics [16-22]. Poor WEEE 

handling will lead to a significant buildup of waste plastic in the environment [23-27]. The plastic 

waste may experience aging, fracture and migration, as a result, it becomes a major source of 

microplasticity, which not only poses a threat to human health, but also causes damages to the 

natural environment [28, 29]. Moreover, the amount of WEEE will continue to increase due to the 

increasing demand for electronic products and the regular renewal of equipment, with more than 

74.7 million tons of electronic waste reportedly generated worldwide by the end of 2030, with a 

per capita production of 9 kg [30-32]. In WEEE, polymers account for about 10-15% [33]. 

Numerous thermosetting and thermoplastic plastics, including polycarbonate (PC), polyamide 

(PA), polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), high impact polystyrene (HIPS), and others, are 

present in it. The majority is made up of ABS and HIPS [34-37]. 

ABS is a typical engineering polymer, which includes rubber dispersed phase (PB) and 

amorphous continuous phase (SAN) [38]. The PB phase makes it have high elasticity and 

toughness, while the SAN phase affects its processing properties, heat resistance, chemical 

resistance and surface hardness [39, 40]. Because of these qualities, ABS is frequently used in a 

variety of sectors, including those related to machinery, electrical, textile, cars, airplanes, and ships 

[41]. High impact toughness, fluidity, gloss, and heat resistance characterize HIPS, a thermoplastic 
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substance composed of elastomer-modified polystyrene [42]. It has been widely applied in industry, 

mainly used in household appliances, construction, instruments, toy housing, and material 

packaging industries [43, 44]. 

 The chemical composition and structure of polymer materials will change over time as a result 

of the extensive impacts of environmental variables such as heat, oxygen, water, light, 

microorganisms, chemical media, etc.  [45]. ABS plastic and HIPS plastic are easy to age in natural 

environment. The main reason for aging is the PB phase in the structure [46]. Under the action of 

oxygen, the (C=C) bonds in PB phase generate hydroperoxides, which continue to be decomposed 

and generate oxygen-containing groups such as carbonyl, carboxyl, and hydroxyl groups [47, 48]. 

Finally, phase separation occurs inside the plastic and the compatibility is deteriorated [49-51]. 

ABS and HIPS not only are the two polymers with the most content in WEEE, but also have similar 

density. ABS/HIPS blends are immiscible and exhibit a complex morphology, despite the fact that 

both contain PS and polybutadiene (PB), which has a direct impact on the material's mechanical 

and rheological behavior [33, 52]. Therefore, it is an effective way to improve the utilization 

efficiency of waste plastics to recycle the blends of recycled ABS (rABS) and recycled HIPS 

(rHIPS) [53]. At present, there are few ways to modify ABS/HIPS blends.  For example, Denise 

Hirayama et al. improved the performance of the blends by adding compatibilizer SEBS/SBS and 

ABS/HIPS blends to rABS/rHIPS [54]. Vazquez et al. added styrene butadiene rubber to 

rABS/rHIPS to enhance the composites' mechanical characteristics. The findings revealed that the 

strength and toughness of the blends increased by 244% and 186%, respectively, when the addition 
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amount of SBR was 2 wt% [55].  

 

Fig. 1. The chemical formula of SBG. 

In this study, SBG was added to rABS/rHIPS blends for the first time. On one hand, SBG is a 

terpolymer and the structural formula is shown in Fig. 1, where "S" (styrene) and "B" (butadiene) 

are also common structures of rABS/rHIPS, so SBG offers significant benefits enhancing the 

compatibility of the blends [56]. At the same time, "G" glycidyl methacrylate contains an active 

group, epoxy group, which can react with the matrix. The epoxy group can react with the aging 

group and play the role of chain expansion, so as to improve the impact resistance of the composite 

[57-59]. On the other hand, SBG is a core-shell structure compatibilist, with PB phase as the core, 

and its surface covered with a layer of highly active epoxy groups. Therefore, SBG can not only 

effectively improve the compatibility of rABS/rHIPS, but also enhance their toughness [60]. 

This research aimed to investigate the impact of SBG on rABS/rHIPS performance. Through 

the use of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), gel permeation chromatography (GPC), 

rotational rheological testing, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), dynamic mechanical 

analysis (DMA), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), mechanical property testing, and 
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thermogravimetric analysis, the chemical structure, molecular weight, mechanical properties, 

dynamic mechanical properties, rheological properties, and morphology of the modified products 

were investigated (TG). The mechanical characteristics and compatibility of rABS and rHIPS 

blends were both enhanced. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

The rABS and rHIPS were kindly supplied by Yangzhou Ningda Precious Metals Co., Ltd. 

(Jiangsu China). SBG was obtained from Jia Yi Rong Polymer Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). No 

treatments were applied to any of the chemicals, they were used as received. 

2.2. Preparation of the rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends 

The rABS, rHIPS, and SBG were dried in an electric thermostatic drying kiln at 80 °C for 8 

hours (DHG-9070A, Yuhua Industrial Co., Ltd. Hangzhou, China) before processing. The blends 

were reactively extruded through a 36 mm co-rotating twin-screw extrude (TNS-35D, Nanjing 

Ningping Extrusion Machinery Co. Ltd, Nanjing, China). The extruder's operating temperature 

ranged between 195 and 225°C, and its rotational speed was 80 rpm. The blends were injected into 

a mould using an injection moulding machine (JH600, Weidaliyuan Machinery Co. Ltd, 

Zhangjiagang, China), before being dried in an electric thermostatic oven at 80℃ for 8 h. The 

temperature of injection-molding machine was in the range of 200-220℃. The injection molding 

machine can inject three kinds of samples at one time, among which the dumbbell type is used to 

test the tensile strength of the material, the rectangular type is used to test the notched impact 
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strength and flexural strength, and the bar type is used to test the melt index. The accurate 

formulations are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Compositions of the modified samples in this study. 

Sample rABS/rHIPS (wt%) SBG (wt%) 

1 60/40 0 

2 58.8/39.2 2 

3 57.6/38.4 4 

4 56.4/37.6 6 

5 55.2/36.8 8 

6 54/36 10 

 

2.3. Characterizations 

2.3.1 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

The FTIR spectra were carried out with a Tensor-27 instrument (Bruker, Ettlingen, German) in 

the wavenumber range 4000–500 cm−1, and the resolution was 4 cm−1 over 32 scans at room 

temperature. The rABS, rHIPS and SBG were dried at 80℃ for 8 h and KBr was dried at 120°C 

for 6 hours before testing. The sample was them pressed with KBr under the infrared baking 

lamp, and the mass ratio of KBr to the sample was approximately 100:1. 

2.3.2 Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 

GPC was used with a gel permeation chromatography instrument to calculate the number-

average molecular weight (Mn), weight-average molecular weight (Mw), and polydispersity index 
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(PDI) of rABS/rHIPS/SBG mixtures (Waters 515, Waters Corporation, Milford, USA). 

Tetrahydrofuran was used as an eluent (flow rate 1.0 mL/min) at 35℃. All the samples were 

prepared as 3.5 mg/mL solutions in tetrahydrofuran, with approximately 60 μL sample being 

injected into GPC. Polystyrene standards were followed to calibrate the molecular weight. 

2.3.3 Rheological characterization 

The oscillatory rheological evaluation of these samples was carried out at 190℃ on a 

BohlinCVO150 rheometer (Malvern Instruments, Ltd., United Kingdom) with a 25 mm parallel 

circular arrangement. Before characterization, the materials were dried in an oven at 80℃ for 8 h. 

A frequency of 1–100 rad/s and a strain amplitude of 1% were used during the measurement to 

guarantee that all of the samples' characterizations were in the linear viscosity area. 

2.3.4 Melt flow index (MFI) 

MFI was determined with a melt flow indexer (ZRZ1452, MTS STSTEMS Co., Ltd., China) 

with a loading of 2.16 kg at 220℃. MFI samples were dried in vacuo at 80℃ for 8 h. 

2.3.5 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

The blends were evaluated with a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC 3, Mettler-Toledo 

Instruments (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. The samples used were ranging between 5-8 mg in weight. They 

were initially heated (25–200℃ at 10℃/min) followed a by cooling process (200–25℃ at 

10℃/min) in order to remove the thermal history, and once again heated (25–160℃ at 10℃/min). 

The second heating procedure yielded the glass transition temperature (Tg) number. Tests were 

carried out in a nitrogen environment with a 50 mL/min flow rate.  
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2.3.6 Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 

DMA was performed under the small stretching mode with a DMA SDTA861e instrument 

(Mettler-Toledo, Switzerland) at a frequency of 1 Hz with sample dimensions of 20 × 4 × 2 mm3. 

The samples were measured in the temperature range 25-160℃ at a heating rate of 5℃/min. 

2.3.7 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

In order to produce a better contrast, two kinds of fracture surfaces were selected for testing. 

The first is low-temperature fracture, where the sample is first frozen in liquid nitrogen for four 

hours and then interrupted with the pendulum of impact testing, and the second is the sample 

fracture surface after impact testing at room temperature. Both fracture surfaces were sprayed with 

gold for better imaging. 

2.3.8 Mechanical property tests 

Tensile strength and flexural strength were measured using a universal testing machine (AL-

7000M, Gotech Testing Machines Co. Ltd, Guangdong, China) at room temperature. Tensile 

strength test was conducted according to GB/T 10440.1-2018 standard. Dumbbell type II was used 

for the sample, with a standard distance of 25 mm and a tensile speed of 50 mm/min. The bending 

strength test was carried out according to GB/T 9341-2008 standard with a distance of 64 mm and 

a falling speed of 10 mm/min. The XJU-22 impact testing machine (Kebiao Testing Machines Co., 

Ltd. Chengde, China) was used to determine the notched impact strength in terms of GB/T 1043–

2008 under ambient temperature. First, the impact spline was made a notch of 45° on the notched 

machine, and the stress was relaxed for 24 h at room temperature. Then, the impact test was carried 
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out on the cantilever beam impact testing machine. At least ten samples were tested in each test, 

and the average values were recorded.  

2.3.9 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

The  thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to examine the products' thermal stability. The 

nitrogen rate was 20 mL/min, and the sample mass was approximately 5 mg. The heating pace 

was 10°C/min, and the temperature range was 30-600°C. 

2. Results and discussion 

3.1. FTIR Spectral Analysis 

Fig. 2 (a) shows the FTIR spectra of SBG, virgin ABS, virgin HIPS, rABS and rHIPS. At 966 

cm-1 and 906 cm-1 are the in-plane bending vibration characteristic peaks of trans-1, 4-butadiene 

and the out-of-plane bending vibration characteristic peaks of cis-1, 2-butadiene, respectively. The 

infrared characteristic peaks at 757cm-1 and 701 cm-1 are the out-of-plane deformation vibrations 

absorption peaks of the single substituted benzene ring. The above are the basic characteristic 

peaks of PS and PB, which are a common part of the three raw materials. A strong C=O stretching 

vibration peak was found near 1730cm-1, which was the basic characteristic peak of glycidyl 

methacrylate in SBG. The peak of nitrile group is about 2237 cm-1, which is the basic characteristic 

peak of ABS [61]. It can be found from the infrared spectrum of rABS and rHIPS that, compared 

with the new material, the spectrum has a wider stretching vibration peak at 3438 cm-1. The 

absorption peak is the stretching vibration peak of the free hydroxyl group in the carboxyl group, 

which is the result of aging. Fig. 2 (b) shows the FTIR spectrum of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blend. 
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Compared with the spectrum of the original material, FTIR spectrum of rABS/rHIPS blend shows 

a more obvious carbonyl vibration peak at 1730 cm-1. This suggests that the (C=C) bonds in PB 

are broken by air or light, forming oxygen-containing compounds such as carboxyl groups[62]. 

After the addition of SBG, a new ether group peak was generated at 1069 cm-1, indicating that 

the epoxy group on the SBG reacted with the carboxyl group and hydroxyl group produced after 

the aging of the polymer to form ether group. The possible reactions are shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 2. FTIR spectra of SBG, virgin ABS, virgin HIPS and rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic of compatibilization reaction mechanism. 

3.2. Determination of molecular weight 

GPC is mainly used to determine the relative molecular mass and distribution of polymer 

materials. When the dilute polymer solution passes through the porous gel stationary phase, the 

large polymer cannot enter the gel cavity, but can only pass through the column along the gap 

between the porous gel particles and be eluted out by the mobile phase. The number average 

molecular weight (Mn), weight average molecular weight (Mw) and polydispersity Index (PDI) of 

rABS/rHIPS blends with different SBG contents are shown Table 2. The figure shows that Mn and 

Mw of the blend were positively correlated with the SBG content, which indicated that the epoxy 

group on the SBG had a strong ability to link molecular chains. It acts as a bridge, reconnecting 

aging molecular chains to achieve the enhanced polymer properties. The molecular weight 

distribution of polymers, and its value is equal to the ratio of Mw to Mn. As the SBG content kept 

on increasing , the PDI of the blends was decreased, indicating that the molecular weight 
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distribution of the matrix became more and more uniform [63]. 

Table 2.GPC results of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends. 

Specimen Mn Mw PDI 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG0 7085 53975 7.62 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG2 10902 53552 4.91 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG4 11793 56796 4.82 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG6 13057 56014 4.29 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG8 14314 58830 4.11 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG10 15294 62555 4.09 

 

3.3. Rheological properties 

Polymer melt has a unique dynamic fluidity due to its chain-like development structure. 

Understanding its fluidity is very important for the analysis of polymer structure and compatibility 

[64]. It can be seen in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), the G ' and G " of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends increase 

significantly with increasing the frequency. This is because in the low frequency region, the 

deformation of the molecular chain can keep up with the changes in the external force, so G ' and 

G " are lower. The acting period of shear force decreases as frequency increases, that is, the 

deformation time of macromolecular chain becomes shorter, which is far less than the relaxation 

time of molecular chain. This results in the deformation of the macromolecular chains, which 

cannot keep up with the changes of external forces, resulting in the elastic properties of the system, 

so that G ' increases considerably [65]. The friction resistance of the material to overcome the 
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movement of the chain segment in unit time and the energy loss of the system both increase 

concurrently with an increase in shear frequency, and as a result, the G " also increases considerably. 

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) shows that the G ' and G " of the blends added with SBG are larger than those 

of the original blends. The modulus of the blends at low frequencies increased with the inclusion 

of SBG, which was attributed to the improved compatibility of rABS and rHIPS. Lyu et al. [66] 

also reported similar results, the modulus in the low-frequency region increases with the 

enhancement of the two-phase interaction. The melt flow behavior of polymer is not a simple 

relative slip between polymer chains, but the total result of the motion unit transition in turn. When 

an outside force acts on a polymer chain, it will undoubtedly extend in that direction, and the 

polymer chain will spontaneously curl up when the external force is removed. The addition of SBG 

enhances the interaction between SBG and polymer matrix, hinders the movement of molecular 

chains, and makes the conformational change more complex. Under the action of external forces, 

more energy can be absorbed.  

Fig. 4(c) shows the curve of complex viscosity of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends as a function of 

angular frequency at 190 °C. It can be seen that as the angular frequency rises, the polymer's 

complex viscosity diminishes which is a typical shear thinning phenomenon. This is due to the fact 

that under the influence of high shear frequency, disentanglement outweighs tangling,, the internal 

network structure of the system dissolves, the viscosity decreases, and the phenomenon of shear 

thinning occurs. The epoxy groups in SBG may have reacted with the carboxyl and hydroxyl 

groups in rABS/rHIPS to raise the complex viscosity of the blends as the SBG content was 
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increased.. SBG reconnected the broken molecular chains, increasing the molecular weight and 

entangling between the molecular chains. The increase of the complex viscosity of the blends also 

directly indicated the compatibility of the polymer. The two-phase dispersion of the polymer is 

very sufficient. This dispersion state can make the interface of the two phases have a strong 

interaction, and the flow resistance of the blends increases, so the viscosity increases. 
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Fig. 4. Rheological property versus frequency for rABS/rHIPS/SBG at 190 °C: (a) G ', (b) G ", 

(c) *. 
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3.4. Melt flow behavior 

MFI can reflect the flowability of the material during processing, and the molecular structure of 

the blends can be analyzed in conjunction with the polymer rheological properties mentioned 

above. Fig. 5 is the MFI of the blends with different SBG contents. The MFI of the blends 

considerably decreased as the SBG content increased, and the addition of SBG made the flow of 

the blends worse, indicating that SBG reacted with the matrix, resulting in the increase of 

molecular entanglement, which restricted the flow of the polymer. This agrees with the GPC test 

findings mentioned above. 

 

Fig. 5. MFI of the rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends. 

3.5. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

The DSC curve gives the Tg of the sample and is used to assess the  blends' compatibility [67]. 

Fig. 6 shows the DSC curves of rABS/rHIPS blends with different SBG contents. From left to 

right, the first peak of each curve corresponds to the Tg of the PS phase in HIPS and the second 
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peak corresponds to the Tg of the SAN phase in ABS. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the Tg of the 

blends tends to be close to each other with the continuous increase of SBG content, which further 

indicates that the compatibility of the blends has been improved. At the same time, the Tg of PS 

phase gradually increased from 102.23℃ to 106.96℃, and that of SAN phase gradually increased 

from 128.19℃ to 128.68℃. The Tg of the blends with different SBG contents are listed in Table 

3. The reason why the Tg moves to the high temperature region may be due to the reaction between 

epoxide group and carboxyl group. The reason for Tg moving to the high temperature region may 

be that the reaction between the epoxy group and the aging group increases the molecular weight 

of the polymer, which limits the movement of the polymer chain segments. 

 

Fig. 6. DSC of the rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends during the reheating process. 
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Table 3. Glass transition temperature of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends. 

Sample PS (℃) SAN (℃) △Tg (℃) 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG0 102.23 128.19 25.96 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG2 102.72 127.65 24.93 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG4 102.73 127.71 24.98 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG6 103.71 127.68 23.97 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG8 104.70 126.66 21.96 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG10 106.96 128.68 21.72 

3.6. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 

 The compatibility and interplay between rABS, rHIPS, and SBG were assessed using the DMA 

tests.. The storage modulus curves of rABS/rHIPS and rABS/rHIPS/SBG8 are shown in Fig. 7 (a). 

Storage modulus refers to the amount of energy stored due to elastic deformation when a material 

is undergoing an elastic deformation, which reflects the elastic properties of the material. Fig. 7 

(a) illustrated, the storage modulus was improved when 8% SBG was added to the blends. This 

indicates that the modified material has a good elasticity and strong ability to restore the original 

deformation after removing the stress. This may be caused by the increase of molecular chain 

entanglement during melting and blending, which leads to the improvement of material properties. 
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Fig. 7. Storage modulus (a) curves of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends; tanδ (b) curves of 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends. After peak fitting treatment :(c) the unmodified sample 

(rABS/rHIPS/SBG 0) and (d) the modified sample (rABS/rHIPS/SBG 8). 

 

The tanδ curves of rABS/rHIPS and rABS/rHIPS/SBG8 are shown in Fig. 7 (b). When studying 

the damping materials, the temperature corresponding to the peak value in the tanδ curve is often 

regarded as the Tg [68]. It is evident from the figure that the glass transition temperature of the 

blends increases after SBG is added. In order to better obtain the changing trend of Tg , the curve 

in the figure is processed by peak fitting, and the result can be seen in Fig. 7 (c) (d). It is also 

noticeable from the figure that the curve is divided into two peaks of the curve, from left to right, 
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the first peak belongs to the Tg of the PS phase in HIPS, and the second peak to the Tg of the SAN 

phase in ABS.  On one hand, the Tg of both phases move to the high temperature region after the 

addition of SBG. On the other hand, the Tg of SAN phase and PS phase are close to each other. 

The results are shown in Table 4. In dynamic mechanical analysis, if the two polymers are partially 

compatible, the Tg of the blends will be close to each other. This is in line with the testing findings 

of the earlier DSC test.  

Table 4. Glass transition temperature of rABS/rHIPS/SBG0, rABS/rHIPS/SBG8. 

Sample PS (℃) SAN (℃) △Tg (℃) 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG0 113.5 120.9 7.5 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG8 118.3 123.5 5.2 

3.7. Morphological analysis 

SEM is frequently used to examine the distribution and structure of each polymer phase 

especially for the study of surface morphology [69, 70]. Fig. 8 (a) and (b) show the morphology 

of the blends after fracture at low temperature at 5000 magnifications. Looking back to Fig. 8 (a) 

it can be seen that many holes are dispersed in the matrix, which is caused by the extraction of 

rubber phase in the blends. Additionally, the interface between the continuous phase and the 

dispersed phase is plainly visible,, which indicates that the compatibility between rABS and rHIPS 

is poor. Compared with Fig. 8 (a), the interface between the distributed phase and the continuous 

phase in Fig. 8 (b) becomes blurred and there is no obvious interface, which indicates that the 

compatibility of rABS and rHIPS has been significantly enhanced after the addition of 8% SBG. 
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Fig. 8 (c) and (d) are the impact fracture morphology of the blends at 5000 magnifications. Many 

layered structures can be seen in Fig. 8 (c), which reflects the poor compatibility between rABS 

and rHIPS[71]. In contrast, such layered structures almost disappear in Fig. 8 (d), which indicates 

that the compatibility between rABS and rHIPS has become better. Moreover, more spherical 

structures than (c) can be clearly seen in the figure, indicating that the addition of SBG not only 

supplements the absence of rubber phase, but also makes the rubber phase more evenly dispersed 

in the matrix, which will be crucial in enhancing the blends' toughness. Fig. 8 (e) and (f) show the 

impact fracture morphology of the blends at 2000 magnifications. Different from (c) and (d), the 

sampling point of this time selects the surface morphology far from the gap, and the surface 

morphology in this region shows a state like that of tearing. It can be seen that the layered structure 

in Fig. 8 (f) is much less than that in Fig. 8 (e), which is consistent with the effect presented in Fig. 

8 (c), (d) and more obvious. In conclusion, the three fracture patterns showed that the compatibility 

and toughness of rABS and rHIPS were improved by the inclusion of SBG.  
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    Fig. 8. SEM of samples: (a)，(c)，(e)：the unmodified sample (rABS/rHIPS) and (b)，(d)，

(f) ：modified sample (rABS/rHIPS/SBG 8). 
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3.8. Mechanical properties analysis 

Fig. 9 (a) shows the results of notched impact strength and tensile strength of rABS/rHIPS/SBG 

blends. The black line in the figure shows how the blends' notched impact strength rises at first, 

then decreases. When the content of SBG is 8 wt%, the notched impact strength of the blends 

reaches the maximum value of 8.84 kJ/m2, which is 108% higher than that of the blends without 

SBG. On the other hand, the PB phase in SBG plays a very crucial role as an elastomer in 

enhancing impact strength. When the sample is impacted, the elastomer particles act as stress 

concentration points, creating a large number of crazes, which can absorb more energy. However, 

when the SBG content exceeds 8%, the notch impact strength of the blend decreases, which may 

be due to excessive cross-linking in the matrix restricting the movement of molecular chains. 

Fig. 9 (b) shows the stress-strain curves of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends. The rABS/rHIPS blends 

show a very low elongation at break, and the material is characterized by its hardness and 

brittleness. The slope of the curve increases after the addition of SBG, which indicates that the 

Young's modulus of the blends increases, and the elongation at break of the blends also keeps 

increasing. When the content of SBG reached 8%, the elongation at break of the blends increased 

to 32.6%, which may be due to the improvement of compatibility and the increase of the elongation 

at break. At this time, the blends show strong and tough characteristics. Similarly, the area of the 

stress-strain curve can also represent the toughness of the material [72]. It is not difficult to see 

that the rABS/rHIPS blends has the smallest stress-strain curve area. Moreover, the area of the 
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stress-strain curve increases gradually after the addition of SBG, which reflects the transition from 

brittle material to ductile material in the whole process. 

The flexural strength of blends of rABS, rHIPS, and SBG is shown in Fig 9 (c). The blends' 

flexural strength tendency is essentially in line with their tensile strength trend that is reaching the 

maximum value when the SBG content is 2%. The reason for these changes may be that the PB 

phase in SBG, as an elastomer, has a poor tensile strength and flexural strength than the pure 

material system [73, 74]. However, the addition of epoxy groups still makes the tensile strength 

and flexural strength of the modified blends slightly higher than that before modification. 

 

Fig. 9. Mechanical properties of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends: (a)Impact strength and tensile 

strength; (b)Strain-stress curves; (c)Flexural strength. 

3.9. Thermogravimetric analysis 

The thermal stability of polymer materials is an important parameter to determine the properties 

of polymer materials [75]. Fig. 10 is the TG and DTG curves of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends. The 

initial decomposition temperature, 5% thermal weight loss temperature (T5%) and maximum 

weight loss temperature (Tmax) can be obtained from the TG curve. Both T5% and Tmax of the blends 

are listed in Table 5. DTG curve is the first derivative of TG curve with respect to time, which 
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shows the relationship between temperature and mass change rate.. The temperature when the 

system reaches the maximum reaction rate can be obtained from the DTG curve, and the peak area 

of the DTG curve is proportional to the corresponding mass change of the sample. It can be seen 

from Fig. 10 (a) demonstrates that the addition of SBG raises  the initial decomposition 

temperature of rABS/rHIPS, 5% thermal weight loss temperature and maximum weight loss 

temperature, which proves that the thermal stability of the blends has been improved to a certain 

extent [76]. The peak value of the curve in Fig. 10 (b) represents the temperature when the system 

reaches the maximum decomposition rate. The addition of SBG shifts the temperature of 

rABS/rHIPS to the high temperature region when the maximum decomposition rate is reached. 

This may be because the epoxy group in SBG reacts with the carboxyl group of aging group, 

repairing the broken molecular chains and increasing molecular entanglement. Thus, the thermal 

stability of the polymer is improved. 

Table 5. TGA results of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends. 

Specimen T5% (℃) Tmax (℃) 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG0 327.2 423.6 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG2 340 427 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG4 342.6 426.3 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG6 334.5 427 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG8 337.6 427.6 

rABS/rHIPS/SBG10 337.8 427.6 
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Fig. 10. TG (a) and DTG (b) curve of rABS/rHIPS/SBG blends. 

3. Conclusions 

This study is the first attempt to add SBG into the rABS/rHIPS system to improve the 

compatibility and performance of rABS/rHIPS. First, the FTIR spectra results revealed that ether 

bonds were created in the blends with SBG; second, the GPC results revealed an increase in the 

Mn and Mw of modified samples; and third, the MFI test result showed that the blends' flow 

performance deteriorated and their molecular entanglement levels rose as a result of the addition 

of SBG.. The above three experimental results indicated that epoxides in SBG react with carboxyl 

and hydroxyl groups in rABS/rHIPS. Then the rheological test results showed an increase in  the 

storage modulus, loss modulus and complex viscosity of the adjusted samples; both DSC and DMA 

experiments proved that the glass transition temperatures of the two phases of the modified 

samples were close to each other; three fracture surfaces were tested by SEM and the results 

showed that the addition of SBG improved the compatibility of rABS and rHIPS, and the 
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toughness of the blends further improved with tthe addition of the rubber phase. The above four 

experiments successfully confirmed that the addition of SBG enhanced the compatibility of 

rABS/rHIPS. In addition, the test results of mechanical properties showed that the tensile strength, 

flexural strength and notched impact strength of the sample after adding SBG were improved, and 

the performance was the best when the content of SBG is 8%, the notched impact strength of the 

blends was 8.84 KJ/m2, 2.08 times that of the original blends; TG test results showed that the 

temperature of the modified blends increases when it reaches the maximum decomposition rate. 

The aforementioned two experimental findings demonstrated that the inclusion of SBG enhanced 

the blends' mechanical and thermal stability. Above all, high-value recycling of rABS and rHIPS 

was ultimately accomplished through the introduction of SBG. 
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